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Photos:

 full professional photo capture of airbnb provided and embedded with data to rank in proper

search, branded and placed in listing in order of proven results 

Your Airbnb assessment Your Airbnb assessment 
Suggested name to catch potential guests attention

Listing category: 

what makes your home special? With so many new special categories on Airbnb, let’s choose one

that makes your home unique! 

Location

 it is important that you are listing your Airbnb in the best area to be found by travelers. 

Description:

our experience as international Airbnb guests of hundreds of homes and hosts ourselves gives us

a unique perspective of how to best approach an Airbnb experience with an unbiased eye. Paired

With a marketing background, writing a catchy description that includes key terms to get

your listing found first in searches, has proven successful for our clients. 

Listing details:

with the borage of options Airbnb offers for hosts to choose from, how to know which to pick

without over or underwhelming guests is tricky. 

Suggestions:

we are happy to give a few pointers about what we may recommend

to make your Airbnb experience for guests to have a memorable trip.

After all, those rave reviews are what your goal is! 

Pricing:

it is tough to know if you are pricing your Airbnb properly for the area, amenities, time of

year, and its size. You want to maximize your profit but not scare away potential guests. The

research for this very important data is time consuming. We will happily take that job off

your shoulders and provide 5 pricing suggestions for you: week night and weekend nights

rates for off season and peak season as well as a top dollar nightly rate for holidays.  

Additional services offered:
• listing setup (log us in! We will do for you!)
• Co-Hosting (for a Monthly nominal percentage of booking revenue, we will gladly
   co-host your Airbnb and take on the duties!) 
• design, consulting and shopping to help prepare your new Airbnb 
• cleaning arrangements and scheduling for turnover
• social media 


